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Introduction to Catholic Theological Ethic 2019-05-22

two renowned award winning authors in the field of virtue and sexual ethics introduce and then apply their ethical method to such topics as relativism ecology bioethics sexual
ethics and liberation theology the result is a foundational text for undergraduate courses in catholic theological ethics

What are They Saying about Catholic Ethical Method? 2003

this book introduces readers to the current debate concerning the two predominant roman catholic ethical methods that have emerged since vatican ii the two methods investigated
are both grounded in the catholic natural law tradition and are designated as the basic goods theory bgt also known as the new natural law theory and revisionism book jacket
title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Change in Official Catholic Moral Teachings 2003

this volume brings together previously published studies presenting the spectrum of opinion on the change in official catholic moral teachings

Catholic Ethics in Today's World 2008

in catholic ethics in today s world drs jozef zalot and rev benedict guevin osb address what they describe as a sense of confusion expressed by many about what the catholic church
really teaches on a range of ethical topics as well as why it teaches what it does in an accessible and engaging presentation the authors demonstrate how the catholic church
approaches many of the social sexual and medical challenges that face today s world communities and they discuss the moral principles the church provides for the formation of our
consciences with respect to these challenges in the text the authors fully recognize the breadth of dialogue among moral theologians regarding the teachings of the church and that
there is disagreement among faithful catholics about issues facing the world today upholding the value of critical dialogue among different parties in this text zalot and guevin wish
to offer a baseline from which people can understand what the catholic church teaches on a particular topic so that they will be able to critically evaluate the teaching on its
own merits and in light of the critique of others catholic ethics in today s world is an excellent starting point for reflection on the ethical challenges we face in the contemporary
world

The Future of Catholic Theological Ethics 2018-03-15

this book is a printed edition of the special issue the future of catholic theological ethics that was published in religions

The Catholic Church, Morality, and Politics 2001

a collection of articles that looks at the interconnected relationships involving religion morality and public policy from a variety of opinions and voices

Ethics of Catholicism and the Consecration of the Intellectual 1997

belanger describes the progressive takeover of positions of influence by the new elite in catholic society and examines arguments used by thinkers from the seventeenth to the twentieth
century to legitimize their positions
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Ethics and the Catechism of the Catholic Church 1999

the essays in this volume are a commentary on the latest catechism of the catholic church centering on its third part 1691 2557 the part that deals with moral questions and is
entitled life in christ their purpose is to highlight its moral teaching and make it more generally available and understandable by means of background analysis and explanation

A Call to Fidelity 2002-10-17

a call to fidelity seeks to thoughtfully examine and critically evaluate the contributions that charles e curran has made to the field of catholic moral theology over the past
forty years it also seeks to assess the development of specific topics in contemporary moral theology to which curran has made his unique mark particularly in fundamental ethics
sexual and medical ethics social and political ethics and topics related to dialogue with other traditions and approaches to catholic ethics reviewing the many years of his
influential writings thought and scholarship fourteen distinguished scholars examine his contributions and the current state of the topics under discussion which are as far ranging
as academic freedom birth control gay and lesbian relationships and feminism each contributor also provides a critical evaluation of curran s work and outlines how these areas
will hold or undergo transformation as the church looks toward its relationship with society and culture in the coming decades

The Catholic Ethicist in the Local Church (CTEWC Series) 2018-04-24

a collection of previously published essays includes index table of contents moral theology looks at itself the historical development of moral theology moral theology in the
united states what is distinctive and unique about christian ethics and christian morality moral theology in dialogue with biomedicine and bioethics moral theology looks at our
society just taxation in the roman catholic tradition filial responsibility for an elderly parent religious freedom and human rights in the world and in the church an analysis of the
united states bishops pastoral letter on the economy the difference between personal morality and public policy

Toward an American Catholic Moral Theology 1987

catholic moral theology is a living tradition in which each generation must understand appropriate and live the christian message in the light of its own history culture and time the
catholic tradition argues charles e curran in this new meticulously reasoned set of essays must be in dialogue with present realities sometimes criticizing them severely and at other
times learning from them curran begins by examining the tensions existing in the roman catholic church today and suggests why they are more severe than they should be he argues that
official catholic social teaching in sexual areas and catholic ecclesiology have not incorporated a moral theology based on creative fidelity he calls for a change in official
sexual teaching ecclesiology and the exercise of the hierarchical magisterium on the basis of the methodological approaches found in contemporary official catholic teaching richard
a mccormick curran suggests is one contemporary catholic moral theologian who successfully illustrates creative fidelity by employing the casuistic method of the jesuit tradition
in moral theology to evaluate the changing problems of our contemporary life curran discusses perennial issues in moral theology that take on crucial importance in the changing
realities of our contemporary existence the relationship between christian and human morality divine providence and human responsibility academic freedom and military force
throughout the volume while fully aware that the roman catholic church and moral theology will always know and experience the tensions of creative fidelity curran challenges
himself and his readers to make certain that these tensions contribute tothe ongoing life of the church

Tradition and Church Reform 2016-02-09

the catholic tradition has always tried to explain its theology in a coherent and systematic way but the great changes and tensions existing within catholic moral theology today
have made it difficult to develop systematic approaches to what was once called fundamental moral theology now a leading scholar active in this field for forty years offers a
synthesis of catholic moral theology set in the context of the broader catholic tradition and the significant developments that have occurred since the second vatican council
charles e curran s succinct coherent account of his wide ranging work in catholic moral theology points out agreements disagreements and changes in significant aspects of the
catholic moral tradition his systematic approach explores major topics in a logical development the ecclesiological foundation and stance of moral theology the person as moral
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subject and agent virtues principles and norms conscience and decision making and the role of the church as a teacher of morality curran s work condenses and organizes a large
amount of material to show that the catholic theological tradition is in dialogue with contemporary life and thought while remaining conscious of its rich history of great interest
to theologians for its broad synthetic scope this book is also a thorough introduction to the catholic moral tradition for students and interested readers including non catholics

The Living Tradition of Catholic Moral Theology 1992

this introduction provides a comprehensive overview of the development of catholic ethics in the wake of the second vatican council 1962 5 an event widely considered crucial to
the reconciliation of the catholic church and the modern world andrew kim investigates catholic responses to questions of moral theology in all four principal areas catholic
social teaching natural law virtue ethics and bioethics in addition to discussing contemporary controversies surrounding abortion contraception labor rights exploitation of the
poor and just war theory he explores the historical sources of the catholic worldview beginning with the moral vision revealed through the person of jesus christ and continuing
with elaborations on this vision from figures such as augustine and aquinas this volume elucidates the continuity of the catholic moral tradition its balance of complexity and
accessibility makes it an ideal resource for both students of theology and general readers

The Catholic Moral Tradition Today 1999-04-05

this title was first published in 2002 misguided morality presents a survey of how the catholic moral programme has failed to make a decisive impact on the behaviour of the church s
members despite a cogent theology of human conduct michael winter argues that its effectiveness is not impressive this book analyses what has gone wrong in the transmission of the
new testament ideals the book covers the whole field of morality starting with the bible and tracing the historical and sociological factors which have effected the dilution of
those ideals frequently to the level of anodyne respectability having explored the causes of failure winter offers positive suggestions for improvement in each area where
shortcomings have been revealed combining loyalty to the roman catholic church with constructive criticism of shortcomings in implementing moral policies this book is essential
reading to those studying and participating in catholic moral teaching in the contemporary church the author is well known for his books on the challenges to the church after
vatican ii including his books mission or maintenance and whatever happened to vatican ii

An Introduction to Catholic Ethics since Vatican II 2015-04-06

catholic perspectives and contemporary medical morals a catholic perspective on medical morals antedates the current world wide interest in medical and biomedical ethics by many
centuries 5 discussions about the moral status of the fetus abortion contraception and sterilization can be found in the writings of the fathers and doctors of the church teachings
on various aspects of medical morals were scattered throughout the penitential books of the early medieval church and later in more formal treatises when moral theology became
recog nized as a distinct discipline still later medical morality was incorpor ated into the many pastoral works on medicine finally in the contemporary period works that strictly
focus on medical ethics are produced by catholic moral theologians who have special interests in matters medical moreover this long tradition of teaching has been put into practice
in the medical moral directives governing the operation of hospitals under catholic sponsorship catholic hospitals were monitored by ethics committees long before such committees
were recommended by the new jersey court in the karen ann quinlan case or by the president s commission in 1983 8 9 underlying the catholic moral tradition was the use of the
casuistic method which since the 17th and 18th centuries was employed by catholic moralists to study and resolve concrete clinical ethical dilem mas the history of casuistry is of
renewed interest today when the case method has become so widely used in the current revival of interest in medical ethics ll

Misguided Morality 2019-07-08

the comprehensive introduction to catholic moral theology by the leading theologian and author of the moral virtues and theological ethics in introduction to moral theology
father romanus cessario o p presents and expounds on the basic and central elements of catholic moral theology written in the light of veritatis splendor since its publication in
2001 this first book in the catholic moral thought series has been widely recognized as an authoritative resource on such topics as moral theology and the good of the human
person created in god s image natural law principles of human action determination of the moral good through objects ends and circumstances and the virtues gifts of the holy spirit
and the beatitudes the catholic moral thought series is designed to provide students with a comprehensive presentation of both the principles of christian conduct and the specific
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teachings and precepts for fulfilling the requirements of the christian life soundly based in the teaching of the church the volumes set out the basic principles of catholic moral
thought and the application of those principles within areas of ethical concern that are of paramount importance today

Catholic Perspectives on Medical Morals 2012-12-06

eight story reflections each based on a different beatitude offer accounts of immigrant children who fled central america on their own to escape violence and poverty artwork
created by immigrant youth and meditations written by jesuit father leo o donovan accompany the stories

Introduction to Moral Theology 2010-03-30

an international meeting in trento in july 2010 brought together some 500 theological ethicists from nearly 75 countries this volume represents the state of the art in mural
theology from around the globe with contributors from north america latin america europe asia and africa divided into three main parts the past the present and the future
contributors include john w o malley foreword monsignor luigi bressan archbishop of trento james f keenan archbishop bruno forte mercy amba oduyoye ghana ahmad syafii ma arif ma
arif institut indonesia paolo prodi italy laurenti magesa kenya regina ammicht quinn germany alberto bondolfi switzerland diego alonso lasheras italy roger burggraeve belgium anne
nasimiyu kenya bryan massingale us antonio moser brazil ric gaziaux belgium margaret farley us benezet bujo switzerland brian johnstone us miguel ngel s nchez carlos mexico david
kaulem zimbabwe leo pessini brazil pushpa joseph india margaret ogala kenya julie hanlon rubio us aloysius cartagenas philippines christa schnabl austria simone morandini italy
myroslav marynovych ukraine peter henriot zambia cardinal reinhard marx archbishop of munich freising germany julie clague scotland shaji george kochuthara india and mar a teresa d
vila us

Directions in Catholic Social Ethics 1985

series of talks comparing and contrasting moral codes of two facets of christianity

New Perspectives in Moral Theology 1976

too many catholics tend to believe that morality is primarily about keeping laws and avoiding sin catholic moral tradition revised shows how from the beginning the christian moral
life is first and foremost about living our lives according to the new law of grace the gift of the holy spirit given us at baptism is a dynamic inner principle that transforms us into a
new creation in christ this book presents an introductory summary of contemporary catholic moral teaching based upon the renewal mandated by the second vatican council it also
incorporates subsequent church documents especially the moral encyclicals of john paul ii veritatis splendor and evangelium vitae along with his three encyclicals on catholic
social doctrine and the catechism of the catholic church

Virtue and Theological Ethics 2018-10-18

one of the most sweeping categorical and absolute phrases that has ever been employed by the hierarchical teaching authority of the roman catholic church refers to a concept
called intrinsic evil in short intrinsic evil is invoked to describe certain kinds of human acts that can never be morally justified or permitted regardless of the intention of the person
who performs them or any circumstances within which they take place the most common examples of things that people recognize as being classified as intrinsically evil are suicide
euthanasia abortion and the use of contraception the ease with which the term intrinsic evil gets right to the point thereby making the fairly complex field of ethical reflection seem
manageable and widely accessible is one of the reasons for its attractiveness within roman catholic ethical teaching however this kind of simplification risks or even encourages
avoidance of critical questions such as where does this concept come from and what meanings are associated with it is it supposed to express an ethical judgment or to form it and is
there a substantial difference between intrinsically evil acts and morally wrong acts the contributors to this volume engage with these and similar issues surrounding the formation
and use of the concept and in the process dispel the na�ve belief that the concept can somehow escape the complexity of ethical discourse or establish certainty of ethical judgments
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that is otherwise unattainable in light of this realization the most important issue becomes whether the concept can still be useful for catholic theological ethics although the
contributors to this volume do not completely agree on this issue they have shown that a critical scrutiny of the concept must necessarily precede settling this issue and that the
concept might not be able to withstand such critical judgment the book provides a description of the origin and meanings of the concept of intrinsic evil while the term itself tends to
create confusion rather than clarity eliminating its use does not imply that we cannot still have a meaningful discussion about things that should never be done

Catholic Theological Ethics, Past, Present, and Future 1971

the catechism of catholic ethics is a comprehensive explanation of roman catholic teaching on the basic principles of ethics including the eternal moral law natural law the three
fonts of morality the principle of double effect the principle of cooperation with evil the use of personal judgment and conscience moral certitude temptation and differing degrees of
sin and culpability this book clarifies for the reader the distinction between positive and negative precepts between interior and exterior acts between doctrine and discipline and
between imperfection and sin this work also covers magisterial teachings on specific types of acts including lying theft murder just and unjust violence slavery just and unjust war
abortion contraception in vitro fertilization sexual sins and marital sexual ethics the book closes with a long chapter on catholic salvation theology called grace and salvation

Catholic Ethics and Protestant Ethics 2006-02-22

this volume probes the meaning and ethical implications of the powerful symbol of vocation from the vantage of contemporary catholic women with particular attention to the
experiences of women religious intended as a follow up to liberating conscience feminist explorations in catholic moral theology the new book will benefit many readers including
catholic leaders laity and religious as well as persons interested in christian ethics and american religious history more generally the work treats twentieth century history and
more recent developments including tensions between the vatican and progressive catholics the development of lay ministries and the movement to ordain women deacons priests and
bishops

Catholic Moral Tradition, Revised 2019-04-08

in this magisterial volume charles e curran surveys the historical development of catholic moral theology in the united states from its 19th century roots to the present day he
begins by tracing the development of pre vatican ii moral theology that with the exception of social ethics had the limited purpose of training future confessors to know what
actions are sinful and the degree of sinfulness curran then explores and illuminates the post vatican ii era with chapters on the effect of the council on the scope and substance of
moral theology the impact of humanae vitae pope paul vi s encyclical condemning artificial contraception fundamental moral theology sexuality and marriage bioethics and social
ethics curran s perspective is unique for nearly 50 years he has been a major influence on the development of the field and has witnessed first hand the dramatic increase in the number
and diversity of moral theologians in the academy and the church no one is more qualified to write this first and only comprehensive history of catholic moral theology in the united
states

The Concept of Intrinsic Evil and Catholic Theological Ethics 2010-03

in a single convenient resource this book organizes and presents clearly the documents of the catholic church pertaining to medical ethics introductory chapters provide the context
for interpreting the church s teachings and guide the reader in applying the teachings to particular ethical quandaries this third edition has been updated to incorporate the
statements issued since the preparation of the second edition the authors have revised the introductory chapters to include ideas from the papal encyclical splendor veritatis and
instruction of the ecclesial vocation of the theologian published by the vatican congregation for the doctrine of the faith concerning the various levels of the teachings of the
church other new statements included in this edition are relevant topics from the papal encyclical evangelium vitae abortion euthanasia amniocentesis suicide and withdrawing life
support the vatican congregation of doctrine and faith on uterine isolation the u s bishops on the care of anencephalic infants genetic testing and cloning and the pennsylvania
catholic conference on the treatment for rape in catholic hospitals
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The Catechism of Catholic Ethics 2013-06-20

a study in catholic moral theology this work argues for a focus not on behaviour but on intent and draws on thinkers from thomas aquinas to the second vatican council

Conscience and Calling 2008-04-11

a practical guide for catholics through the controversial field of bioethics lay people today need to be as educated as possible in catholic teaching in bioethics due to their huge
civic responsibilities related to the burning issues of our time such as euthanasia prenatal genetic diagnosis and so forth we read about these issues constantly in the newspapers and
see them reported on tv it can be difficult to keep up to date with developments in these areas at the same time as staying informed about church teaching regarding them the book is
divided into four parts part 1 bioethics from a roman catholic perspective part 2 reproductive technologies part 3 end of life issues part 4 catholic teaching on living life until the
end bioethics matters is an essential resource for catholics who are dealing with these medical and end of life issues this succinct guide clearly sets out catholic teaching on today s
most debated issues stem cell research reproductive technologies euthanasia and much more by presenting real life situations this guide provides readers with examples of catholic
ethical decision making in action the purpose is to show how catholic teaching can help people today navigate their way through tough decisions and choices

Catholic Moral Theology in the United States 1999

this book is an attempt to make a catholic contribution to stimulate a conversation within the catholic church on professional ethics in pastoral ministry from publisher s
description

Medical Ethics 2016

this is an historical survey of 20th century roman catholic theological ethics also known as moral theology the thesis is that only through historical investigation can we
really understand how the most conservative and negative field in catholic theology at the beginning of the 20th could become by the end of the 20th century the most innovative
one the 20th century begins with moral manuals being translated into the vernacular after examining the manuals of thomas slater and henry davis keenan then turns to three works
and a crowning synthesis of innovation all developed before during and soon after the second world war the first by odon lottin asks whether moral theology is adequately
historical fritz tillmann asks whether it s adequately biblical and gerard gilleman whether it s adequately spiritual bernard haering integrates these contributions into his law of
christ of course people like gerald kelly and john ford in the us are like a few moralists elsewhere classical gate keepers censoring innovation but with humanae vitae and successive
encyclicals bishops and popes reject the direction of moral theologians at the same time moral theologians like josef fuchs ask whether the locus of moral truth is in continuous
universal teachings of the magisterium or in the moral judgment of the informed conscience in their move toward a deeper appreciation of their field as forming consciences they turn
more deeply to local experience where they continue their work of innovation each continent subsequently gives rise to their own respondents in europe they speak of autonomy and
personalism in latin america liberation theology in north america feminism and black catholic theology and in asia and africa a deep post colonial interculturatism at the end i assert
that in its nature theological ethics is historical and innovative seeking moral truth for the conscience by looking to speak crossculturally

Reframing Catholic Theological Ethics 2009-05-28

a collection of published articles from progressive to conservative on conscience edited by one of the foremost scholars in the field

Bioethics Matters 1972

two principles capture the essence of the catholic tradition on sexual ethics that each and every marriage act must remain open to the transmission of life and that any human
genital act must occur within the framework of marriage in the catholic tradition moral sexual activity is institutionalized within the confines of marriage and procreation and
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sexual morality is marital morality but theologians todd salzman and michael lawler contend that there is a disconnect between many of the church s absolute sexual norms and
other theological and intellectual developments explicitly recognized and endorsed in the catholic tradition especially since the second vatican council these developments include
the shift from a primary static worldview to a historically conscious worldview one that recognizes reality as dynamic evolving changing and particular by employing such a
historically conscious worldview alternative claims about the moral legitimacy of controversial topics such as contraception artificial reproduction and homosexual marriage
can faithfully emerge within a catholic context convinced of the central role that love desire and fertility play in a human life and also in the life of christian discipleship the
authors propose an understanding of sexuality that leads to the enhancement of human sexual relationships and flourishing this comprehensive introduction to catholic sexual
ethics complete with thought provoking study questions at the end of each chapter will be sure to stimulate dialogue about sexual morality between catholic laity theologians
and the hierarchy anyone seeking a credible and informed catholic sexual ethic will welcome this potentially revolutionary book

Catholic Moral Theology in Dialogue 2014-05-14

the handbook of roman catholic moral terms contains more than 800 moral terms offering concise definitions historical context and illustrations of how these terms are used in the
catholic tradition including church teaching and documents james t bretzke sj places catholic tradition in a contemporary context in order to illuminate the continuities as well as
discontinuities of church teaching and key directions of catholic thought the author also provides extensive cross referencing and bibliographic suggestions for further research
designed to serve as a vital reference work for libraries students and scholars of theology priests and pastoral ministers as well as all adults interested in theological enrichment
or continuing education the handbook of roman catholic moral terms is the most comprehensive post vatican ii work of its kind available in english

Ethics in Pastoral Ministry 2010-01-17

A History of Catholic Moral Theology in the Twentieth Century 2016-05-10

Catholic Moral Philosophy in Practice & Theory 2004

Conscience 2012-05-18

Sexual Ethics 2013-10-14

Handbook of Roman Catholic Moral Terms 1984

Critical Concerns in Moral Theology 1979
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Transition and Tradition in Moral Theology
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